Empowering and Motivating You to Succeed!

Kindra Hall’s Profile
Travels from: Phoenix, AZ

Kindra Hall is an author, speaker, storytelling advisor and a
master of the personal story. A 2014 Storytelling World
Award Recipient, she served on the Board of Directors for
the National Storytelling Network and recently released her
first book, “Otherwise Untold: A Collection of Stories Most
People Would Keep to Themselves.” She has performed on
the largest storytelling stage in the world at the National
Storytelling Festival in Jonesborough, Tennessee and
across the country for audiences as large as 15,000.

Now, recognizing the need for carefully crafted, well-told
stories in business and professional branding, Kindra has
blended her traditional training with the modern demand
for effective telling. She is the personal story coach and
advisor to high-profile speakers, executives and business
owners including Darren Hardy, the publisher and
founding editor of SUCCESS Magazine. She works with
these individuals and businesses to help them find, craft
and tell their personal stories in order to increase message
resonance, to move and persuade their audiences and
subsequently, increase revenue and reach.
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Target Audience: Business Owners;
Entrepreneurs and Non-Profits Executives

Description: There is one thing that separates the good
from the best when it comes to effective communication
and message resonance and that one thing is story.
Whether it is in a sales setting, a motivational setting, or
an informational setting, a story will make whatever it is
you have to say, better. There is no denying it; whoever
tells the best story, wins – which means, if you’re not
telling your story, you’re losing. Fortunately, we all
have stories that could move marketing mountains –
unfortunately, those stories aren’t being told enough.
Key Lessons:
- Why story is the secret weapon to massively increase
the effectiveness of your communication.
- What a story is NOT! so you are not fooled.
- The biggest storytelling myths that are keeping you
from reaching your full potential.
- Where to find your client-convincing, boardroompersuading, earth-shattering story – yes, you have one!
- How to put your story to work so it’s better than the
best pr/marketing employee you’ve ever hired.
Outcome: Audience members will leave not only
believing in the power of storytelling but in their ability
to DO it. Listeners will be eager to get to work – barely
able to keep their own stories to themselves until after
the presentation is complete. Most importantly, listeners
will leave with rarely known storytelling strategies that
they can apply immediately and see instant results. At
the end, there will be no question: each of them is just
one story from greatness.
Please Call for Fees
Testimonial:
“Her presentation truly captured the audience with her
creative style. The word I’d like to use to describe this
session is powerful.”
– Joy Bang, Education Coordinator
Merit Care Health Systems

